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Abstract. In this paper, we present an overview of the Grammatical
Error Correction task in the NLPCC 2018 shared tasks. We give detailed
descriptions of the task definition and the data for training as well as
evaluation. We also summarize the approaches investigated by the par-
ticipants of this task. Such approaches demonstrate the state-of-the-art
of Grammatical Error Correction for Mandarin Chinese. The data set
and evaluation tool used by this task is available at https://github.com/
zhaoyyoo/NLPCC2018 GEC.

1 Introduction

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) is a challenging task in natural language
processing and it has attracted more and more concerns recently. This year, we
organize the first shared task of GEC for Mandarin Chinese, with a focus on
speech errors produced by Chinese learners. In particular, our task is defined
as to detect the grammatical errors in the essays from non-native speakers and
return the corrected texts [1]. The previous research on grammatical errors in
Chinese is mainly devoted to error detection [2], while our shared task also
include automatic correction of such grammatical errors. To the best of our
knowledge, this task provides the first benchmark data set for GEC for Chinese.

The goal of the task is to develop techniques to automatically detect and cor-
rect errors made by writers of CSL (Chinese as a Second Language). We provide
large-scale Chinese texts written by non-native speakers in which grammatical
errors have been annotated and corrected by native speakers. Blind test data is
used to evaluate the outputs of the participating teams using a common scoring
software and evaluation metric.

A total of 23 teams signed up for the shared task and six of them sub-
mitted final results. This overview paper provides detailed descriptions of the
shared task and it is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the task definition.
Section 3 presents a detailed introduction of the data sets and annotation guide-
lines. Section 4 provides the evaluation metric and Sect. 5 introduces different
approaches from participants. Section 6 shows the final results and Sect. 7 gives
the conclusion of the paper.
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2 Task Definition

Automatically correcting grammatical errors is a challenging task which has
attracted an increasing attention recently. The goal of this shared task is to detect
and correct grammatical errors present in Chinese essays written by non-native
speakers of Mandarin Chinese. Given annotated training data with corrections
of grammatical errors and blind test data, the participating teams are expected
to submit automatically corrected version of texts in test data. An example of
mistaken quantifiers under the task definition is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. An example of the input and the output under the task definition.

3 Data

This section presents the released training and test data in the shared task.

3.1 Training Data

The training data provided in the shared task is collected from http://lang-8.
com/, a language-learning website where native speakers freely choose learners’
essays to correct. Following [3], we collect a large-scale Chinese Mandarin learn-
ers’ corpus by exploring “language exchange” social networking services (SNS).
There are about 68,500 Chinese Mandarin learners on this SNS website. By
collecting their essays written in Chinese and the revised version by Chinese
natives, we set up an initial corpus of 1,108,907 sentences from 135,754 essays.

As correcting specifications are not unified and there is lots of noise in raw
sentences, we take a series of measures to clean up the data. First, we drop
words surrounded by <spanclass = “sline”> since this indicates redundant con-
tents. As for other kinds of tags, correctors use them in different ways. We just
remove the tag and remain inner words for consistency and clarity. Learners
often ask questions in their native languages, bringing about extra noise into the
corpus. We need to get rid of sentences with too many foreign words by checking
their Unicode values. There is one more situation where writers use Chinese pho-
netic alphabet to represent the word that they want to express but do not know
how to write it in Chinese characters. Such nonstandard sentences are excluded
from final dataset. To improve compactness, we also drop rather simple sen-
tences such as (Hello everyone), (Good night). According to our
observation, writers sometimes provide optional corrections using “/”, “or”, “

(or)” or “ (or)”. In such situations, the first correction is

http://lang-8.com/
http://lang-8.com/
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reserved. Moreover, to explain the reason why the original sentence is ungram-
matical, correctors may write comments in the position of revised sentences. We
utilize a rule-based classifier to determine whether to include the sentence into
the corpus.

Through above cleaning operations, we finally sort out a Chinese Mandarin
learners’ corpus of 717,241 sentences from writers of 61 different native lan-
guages. Among these sentences, there are 123,501 sentences considered to be
correct, 300,004 sentences with one correction, 170,407 sentences with two correc-
tions and the maximum number of corrections about one sentence is twenty-one.
Sample sentences are shown in Table 2. Besides, we use PKUNLP tool (http://
www.icst.pku.edu.cn/lcwm/pkunlp/downloads/libgrass-ui.tar.gz) for word
segmentation.

Table 2. Sample sentences from the training data.

3.2 Test Data

The test data is extracted from PKU Chinese Learner Corpus. PKU Chinese
Learner Corpus is constructed by Department of Chinese Language and Litera-
ture, Peking University. The goal is to promote research on international educa-
tion and Chinese interlanguage. And it is composed of essays written by foreign
college students. We collected 2,000 sentences from the corpus and release the
source sentences and the segmented version.

To obtain gold edits of grammatical errors, two annotators annotated these
sentences. The annotation guidelines follow the general principle of Minimum
Edit Distance. This principle regulates how to reconstruct a correct form of a
given sentence containing errors and it selects the one that minimizes the edit
distance from the original sentence [4]. This means that we choose to follow
the original intention of the writer as much as possible. Following [2], errors are
divided into four types: redundant words (denoted as a capital “R”), missing
words (“M”), word selection errors (“S”), and word ordering errors (“W”). The
first annotator marked the edit alone, and the second annotator was asked to
check the annotation and make a revision if he thought the current edit was
not appropriate. We release evaluation results on both the two kinds of gold
annotations and their integration.

4 Evaluation Metric

We use the MaxMatch (M2) Scorer for evaluation [5]. M2 Algorithm is a widely
used method for evaluating grammatical error correction. The general idea is

http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/lcwm/pkunlp/downloads/libgrass-ui.tar.gz
http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/lcwm/pkunlp/downloads/libgrass-ui.tar.gz
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computing the phrase-level edits between the source sentence and the system
output. Specifically, it will choose the system hypothesis that holds the highest
overlap with the gold edits from annotators. And [1] extends the M2 Scorer to
deal with multiple alternative sets of gold-standard annotations, in which case
there are more than one corrections that are reasonable for the current sentence.

Suppose the gold edit set is {g1, g2, ..., gn}, and the system edit set is {e1,
e2, ..., en}. The precision, recall and F0.5 are defined as follows:

P =
∑n

i=1 |ei ∩ gi|∑n
i=1 |ei| (1)

R =
∑n

i=1 |ei ∩ gi|∑n
i=1 |gi| (2)

F0.5 = 5 × P × R

P + 4 × R
(3)

where the intersection between ei and gi is defined as

ei ∩ gi = {e ∈ ei|∃g ∈ gi(match(e, g))}. (4)

Take the sentence in Fig. 1 as an example, suppose the source sentence
is “ (With the development of
communication technology, our life is becoming more and more convenient.)”,
the set of gold edits g and the set of system edits e are shown in this figure.
Then there will be P = 1, R = 2/3, F0.5 = 10/11.

Fig. 1. An example of the evaluation metric.

5 Approaches

There are altogether 18 submissions from six teams, at most three submissions
per team. The detailed information of participants is shown in Table 3.

Most of the systems treat the GEC problem as a machine translation (MT)
task. Rule-based models and language models are also explored. AliGM [6] pro-
poses two modules for this problem: the correction module and the combination
module. In the former module, correction candidates are generated for each input
sentence with two statistical models and one neural model. The statistical models
include a rule-based model and a statistical machine translation (SMT) -based
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Table 3. The detailed information of participants.

System Organization

AliGM Alibaba Group

CU-Boulder Department of Linguistics, University of Colorado Boulder

YouDao Department of ML & NLP, Youdao

BUPT Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications

PKU Institute of Computational Linguistics, Peking University

BLCU School of Information Science, Beijing Language and Culture
University

model. The neural model refers to a neural machine translation (NMT) -based
model. In the latter module, they combine these models in a hierarchical manner.
CU-Boulder uses a Bi-LSTM model with attention to make corrections. And they
use the character-level minimum edit distance (MED) to select the correction
version among multiple candidates. Joint voting of five models is implemented
to advance the performance. YouDao [7] also casts the problem as a machine
translation task. It is worth noting that they use a staged approach and design
specific modules targeting at particular errors, including spelling, grammatical,
etc. BUPT uses a two-stage procedure method. In the first stage, they adopt neu-
ral models for error detection. In the second stage, they use a statistical method
following [8]. PKU uses a character-based MT model to deal with this prob-
lem. Besides, they propose a preprocessing module for the correction of spelling
errors. First, the error detection is based on the binary features including co-
occurrence probability, mutual information and chi-square test. Then confusion
sets are introduced to generate candidates at the detected point. The final cor-
rection is the candidate with the highest language model probability. To improve
the precision score, they set a high threshold. In addition, they check each cor-
rection with confidence levels in a post-processing stage. BLCU [9] proposes a
system mainly based on the convolutional sequence-to-sequence model.

6 Results

We perform evaluations on all the eighteen submissions regarding to both of the
two kinds of gold annotations and their integration. The best performance of
each system referring to the integrated gold standard edits is shown in Table 4.

From Table 4, we can see that grammatical error correction for Chinese lan-
guage is a challenging task. There still remains large gaps between automatic
GEC systems and native speakers. In detail, YouDao gets the highest recall and
F0.5 score while BLCU wins the highest precision score. Both of the two systems
treat the GEC problem as a MT task. By contrast, the rule-based models and
language models perform unsatisfactorily.
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Table 4. Evaluation Results

System name Precision Recall F0.5

YouDao 35.24 18.64 29.91

AliGM 41.00 13.75 29.36

BLCU 41.73 13.08 29.02

PKU 41.22 7.18 21.16

CU-Boulder 30.07 6.54 17.49

BUPT 4.22 1.49 3.09

7 Conclusion

This paper provides the overview of the Grammatical Error Correction (GEC)
shared task in NLPCC 2018. We release a large Chinese learner corpus and
briefly introduce participants’ methods. The final results show that it is still a
challenging task which deserves more concern.
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